With Birthing a Nation, noted Cather scholar Susan Rosowski shifts her attention to the field of Western American literature as a whole. This is a tall order; even a quick perusal of recent scholarship in the field reveals a multiplicity of voices, topics, and approaches at work. In the past two decades, as the field has expanded, such iconic Western representations as the solitary cowboy, the Turner thesis, and the notion of the West as ''empty'' space have been critiqued, augmented, and transformed by scholarship that explores the region's diversity, conflict, and iconoclasm. Feminist and cultural studies approaches; the emergence of ecocriticism from Western literary studies; and research on Asian American, Native American, and Latino experiences and authorship in the western United States have expanded and reshaped the canon of Western literature. More significantly, new scholarship has altered the ways in which we think about the region's literature and its place in U.S. culture. While Birthing a Nation's focus on gender and authorship in the western U.S. echoes the field's recent expansion, Rosowski's study tends to reify the very binary she sets out to critique.
Birthing a Nation uses the birth metaphor to situate the creative production of female authors and fictional characters at the center of Western American literature. After tracing the call for authors to ''birth a nation'' in their literature from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries, Rosowski outlines the way in which birth becomes both motif in and generator of literature about the West. In Rosowski's reading, birth and its attendant permutations-gestation, abortion, midwifery, labor, violence, and sexuality, but not much joy-surface throughout the literature of the American West; Rosowski argues that in animating these ideas, women authors create narratives that challenge the gendered conventions of (male-authored) Westerns.
Rosowski frames her study by reflecting on her personal position as a female critic of Western American literature-and in particular, as a reader of texts by women. She evokes gendered generalizations about the West as a male preserve and states that these notions ''do not explain my readings of western American literature in which female experience seems central'' (ix). The assumption that there is something characteristic about women's experiences in and writing about the western United States may or may not be true. However, Rosowski's parallel assertion, that a female-centered perspective is not yet accounted for in Western literary studies, seems outdated in the context of the richly varied scholarship that currently defines the field.
Rosowski engages in discussions of topics ranging from linguistic and feminist theories to violence, politics, genre, sexuality, the family, authorship, and canonicity; several of the study's chapters initially appeared as essays, so the book is perhaps best read as a collection. Rosowski hopes to integrate this intriguing variety of topics by means of her central motif. By her account, Margaret Fuller saw the West as muse for her ''rebirth as an artist-poet,'' while Willa Cather positioned women's creativity at the center of the nation's birth through and in narrative (5). Later in the twentieth century, Jean Stafford and Marilynne Robinson confront the generic Western's violent appropriation of the birth metaphor and reclaim it in the cause of personal and familial connection. In Rosowski's excellent chapters on Cather's family letters and Stafford's fiction we see the possibilities of the birth motif; pain, creativity, and language surface and mix in Rosowski's deft and emotionally attuned readings of these texts. Yet elsewhere, the birth metaphor becomes forced and seems inadequate to link the range of directions and topics at stake.
Rosowski devotes three chapters to Stafford's work, admirably weaving together discussions of Stafford's painful personal life with powerful close readings of her complex, provocative novels. Here, Rosowski is at her best. Her readings position ''women's writing'' as more than an addendum to Western literature; rather, she moves to revise the very terms we use to understand metaphor, plot, and resistance in this region's writing. When Rosowski claims, for instance, that Stafford's novel The Mountain Lion ''extends as well as exposes the literary West. . . . [such that] it is one of the most radical explorations in American literature of gender, creativity and the significance of the West and . . . a paradigm for feminist criticism of the field,'' we sense that Rosowski aims for a similar achievement with her study (160). But while Rosowski moves gracefully among ideas and approaches, her lack of a sustained focus, coupled with her reliance on such a clearly gendered metaphor as birthing, ultimately seems to reify the boundaries her authors destabilize.
In her afterword, however, Rosowski nods in a direction her study might persuasively have followed, noting that these authors' most significant commonality is their use of conversation to ''disprove frontier plots of opposition''; that ''what matters is not which story we tell but rather the manner of our telling' ' (197) . This conversational manner, here discussed only in the work of white women writers, casts the West as a place of connection instead of isolation, where family bonds matter more than the solitary cowboy. The notion of conversation evokes an inclusiveness that the study seems at times to lack. Further, it offers a metaphor far more accurate and appealing than the motif of birthing to anchor the study and to reflect the depth and range of emerging work in Western American literatures. Rosowski's book might productively be put into conversation with other recent book-length studies of Western ''Reader's Digest might offer the single most important voice in the creation of popular geopolitics in the twentieth century'' (ix). So proclaims Joanne Sharp at the outset of her provocative book. In a kind of classic American studies endeavor, Sharp, a geographer by training, sets herself the task of coming to terms with the ''American identity'' that Reader's Digest created for its readers from its founding in 1922 to the present. She does so not by looking primarily at the discourse around ''America'' or ''American character'' but, rather, by drawing on theories of nationalism that posit the necessity of an enemy for the formation of national identity. Sharp claims that Reader's Digest solidified its image of ''America'' by portraying the Soviet Union and communism as the polar opposites of American democracy.
Sharp's arguments are, on the whole, well served by the structure of the book and by her methodology. In the first two chapters, she sets out the theoretical framework and the historical context that enable her to make a convincing case for the argument that Reader's Digest-with the second highest circulation of any magazine in the United States (after TV Guide)-both reflected and significantly shaped American public opinion for much of the twentieth century. This happened because the magazine fit well within a capitalist ethos of efficiency, democracy, and consumption. Sharp builds upon the links Benedict Anderson has drawn between the spread of print capitalism and the formation of national identities. She also applies work by Joan Shelly Rubin,
